Fire accidents have become one of the major threats to the properties and safety of human beings. Since conventional detection methods often fail to detect fire accidents in their early stages, detection technologies based on video images have become an important alternative for early detection of fire accidents. In this paper, we develop a new method that can accurately detect smoke that often appears in early stages of a fire accident. The method processes video images and identifies regions that may contain moving targets with a background subtraction approach using a Gaussian Mixture Model. A number of static features associated with these regions are then extracted and analyzed based on the corresponding features of smoke regions, which can recognize and eliminate regions that are similar to smoke regions but do not contain smoke. Our testing results show that the impacts from weather and other external environments can then be effectively reduced with this new approach and fire smoke can be accurately and quickly detected with a low false alarm rate.
Introduction
Throughout the history of human beings, the prevention and detection of fire disasters remain to be important topics for reducing the threats from fire disasters and enhancing the public and private safety (Zhang et al., 2006) . A large number of technologies have been developed for the detection of fire. Most of the traditional fire detectors are based on the measurement of fire parameters (burning gas, smoke, temperature, etc.) and can effectively determine whether a monitored area is in fire or not, a fire alarm is issued if it is the case. However, the detection methods used in traditional fire detectors usually require its sensor to be in contact with the measured medium, and Recently, with the rapid development of technologies in digital image processing and computer pattern recognition, video based fire detection technologies have become increasingly important for the prevention of fire disasters. Since video images can capture the smoke and flames in the early stages of a fire disaster, the technology thus has the potential to successfully identify fires before they develop into disasters by analyzing the video images (Ho, 2009; Xiong et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2013) .
Compared with the traditional detection methods, video based fire technologies have advantages in both response time and monitored range. In addition, specific information on the locations of a fire can also be accurately inferred from the video images. The losses caused by fire can thus be reduced to the minimum. Therefore, video based fire detection technologies have attracted the attentions of many researchers in the areas of fire safety and a large number of approaches have been developed to analyze video images and identify possible occurrences of smoke or flames.
For smoke detection, a few algorithms have been developed to extract features associated with regions that may contain smokes and determine whether the video images contain smokes by analyzing these features. However, the recognition accuracy of most of these approaches is still not completely satisfactory.
In this paper, we develop a new approach that can accurately recognize smoke regions in video images. The approach recognizes the potential smoke regions by detecting moving objects with a background subtraction approach, where a Gaussian Mixture Model is used to separate pixels in a moving object from those in the background. A few static features associated with these regions are then obtained by analyzing their color features. Our testing results show that this approach is able to accurately identify smoke regions in most of testing videos and thus have the potential being extensively used in video based fire detection systems.
Basic Structure of a Video Based Fire Detection System
The basic structure of a video based fire detection system is shown in Figure 1 (Thin, 2010) . Firstly, an ordinary CCD camera or a high cost infrared camera is used to obtain the desired video images. Then, the video image is converted into the corresponding digital image by the image acquisition card, and the host computer is transmitted to the monitoring system to wait for the next step. In the end, the system analyzes the digital images provided by the host, and combines a few kinds of fire or smoke feature criterion to make a conclusion on whether there is smoke in the images or not. 
Motivations and Related Work
Generally speaking, the core part of the video fire detection technology is a fire detection algorithm. The technology can be roughly divided into video smoke detection technology and video flame detection technology based on the detection object and identification algorithm. As is known to all, when the fire occurs, smoke generally appears before flames. Due to its nature of dispersion and the irregularity of its shape, smoke is more likely to be found in the early stages of a fire. Therefore, compared with video based flame detection technologies, video based smoke detection technologies are more likely to recognize fire earlier, which thus makes ultra early fire warning possible.
Nowadays, research on video fire detection technology is mainly focused on video based flame detection algorithms, while the research on video based smoke detection algorithm is significantly less than that on video based flame detection algorithms. This situation is partly due to the following two facts. Firstly, since the shape, size, density and other parameters of smoke change frequently during the development of a fire, modeling smoke accurately still remains to be a difficult problem. For example, in outdoor environments where there is no wind, smoke diffuses in a mode completely different than that in the environments where there are strong winds. Secondly, compared with flame feature extraction, the extraction of features of fire smoke is more complex and time consuming.
At present, most of the video based smoke detection algorithms process the continuous frames in a video as the test objects. These algorithms extract and analyze the color, dynamic and other types of features associated with potential smoke regions. A decision is made based on the results of the analysis on whether fire smoke appears or not. Many different nonlinear and linear algorithms such as artificial neural network, support vector machine, wavelet transform have been extensively applied to video fire smoke detection (Luo and Jiang, 2013) . The extracted smoke features mainly include two categories: static and dynamic features of smoke. The static features include color, shape, and texture features while the dynamic features include the stroboscopic, diffusion features.
Due to the difficulties that have been mentioned above, the research on the video fire smoke detection technology is still in its initial stage. But after the unremitting efforts of many scholars all around the world, some research results have been obtained. For example, Fujiwara et al. first used a fractal encoding technology to extract the suspected smoke area from video images, features associated with these suspected areas are then obtained. These features are used to determine whether there is smoke in the video images (Fujiwara and Terada, 2004) . But the algorithm is timeconsuming, and it is difficult to meet the real-time requirements of fire smoke detection. Toreyin et al. (2005) uses the background subtraction and wavelet transform methods to extract effective features of edge, texture and motion of smoke. Chen et al. (2006) shows that the color of a smoke pixel is in general gray. In other words, for a smoke pixel, the three color channel components in the RGB color model (red, green, blue) should be approximately equal and in the range from 80 to 220. However, the algorithm is not suitable in all cases.
In addition to the static features of smoke, dynamic features of smoke have also been used for the recognition of smoke. For example, Kopilovic et al. (2000) propose to use the features of the irregular movements of smoke to recognize it. Specifically, a method based on optical flow is developed to analyze and judge the suspected smoke area. But this method is only effective for smoke detection in video images without complex backgrounds. It may fail to recognize smoke regions when the image contains objects that are similar to smoke in color. Yuan Feiniu et al. (2008) propose a criterion to determine whether there is smoke in the image through the analysis of the accumulated amount of smoke and the direction of the major movement. The method extracts a three dimensional feature vector according to the accumulated amount of smoke and the direction of the main movement direction, and a Bayesian classifier is used to process the feature vector and determines if smoke appears in the video or not. Experimental results show that this method can significantly improve the accuracy of smoke detection and reduce the false alarm rate.
So far, most of the existing approaches are unable to accurately identify the regions that may contain smoke in a video image with complex backgrounds and the accuracy for determining whether a suspected region contains smoke or not is still unsatisfactory. In this paper, we develop a new approach that can accurately recognize smoke in video images that have complex backgrounds. With this new approach, images in a video are analyzed with a background subtraction approach based on the Gaussian Mixture Model and regions that may contain smoke can thus be accurately obtained. Color features associated with these regions are then extracted and compared with these of actual smoke. A decision on whether the video contains smoke or not is then made based on the results of comparison.
We have implemented this new approach and tested its performance on 15 short videos. 10 of these videos contain smoke and the remaining 5 do not. Our testing results show that our approach is able to achieve high recognition accuracy (higher than 85%) in most of the testing videos that contain smoke. On the other hand, the false alarm rates of our approach on most of the videos that do not contain smoke are low (lower than 25%).
Motion Detection and Extraction of Target Regions

Moving Target Detection
The objective of moving target detection is to extract the changing region in the foreground from the background of a video image, while suppressing the noises from both background and foreground to their minimum. The interested moving target regions can thus be accurately obtained. Methods based on frame difference, background subtraction and optical flow are three methods that are commonly used to identify moving object from video images under static backgrounds.
Methods based on frame difference can rapidly detect the regions that have been significantly changed in a sequence of video images. It is relatively less affected by changes in light. Moving regions can be efficiently and reliably obtained with this type of methods. However, this method can only detect targets that move relative to the background, and its accuracy, to some extent, rely on the timing and speed of moving objects and the selection of differential frames (Zheng and Chen, 2010) .
Methods based on optimal flow uses temporal changes in optical flow image sequence can use the changes in gray values and the correlations among them for pixels in a sequence of dynamic video images to determine the background image and moving targets. However, such type of methods need a large amount of computation time and is very sensitive to noise (Pei, 2009 ).
Methods based on background subtraction divide an image into two parts, foreground part and background part. The values of background image pixels can be approximated with a parametric model. For each pixel, the difference between its value in current frame and the value expected in the background reference model can be computed. The pixels contained in a moving target can thus be obtained based on these difference values. Specifically, pixels whose values are close to their values expected in the reference model are considered to be the background pixels and these pixels together form the background region in the image, the region formed by the remaining pixels are considered to be foreground. Background subtraction based methods are easy to implement and are very practical for moving target detection when the background of the image is known. However, the accuracy of this type of methods is sensitive to the changes in pixel values caused by change in illumination. The background thus needs to be updated to adapt to the changing external environment. The key step in background subtraction based methods is the modeling and updates of background (Zhou, 2011) .
Several commonly used background modeling methods include modeling based on the average background of multiple frames, single Gaussian background modeling and Gaussian mixture background modeling (Gaussian Mixture Model, GMM). The performance of modeling based on the average background of multiple frames is not satisfactory when the motion is slow. It is difficult to include the changes in illumination and effects of dynamic backgrounds in a single Gaussian background model. On the other hand, Gaussian mixture background model can provide accurate descriptions of backgrounds in a variety of complex and confusing environments (such as environments with target objects that move slowly and repetitively, or environments where the light changes continuously over time, etc.). GMM is thus considered to be one of the best background models (Song, 2009; Fu, 2009; Yin, 2012) . Therefore, our approach describes the background of a video image with a GMM based model, and then uses the background subtraction method to extract foreground object region. The specific steps of our approach are described as follows.
As the video images obtained by experiments in general contain a lot of noise, a preprocessing step is needed to remove the noises in video images. To this end, a median and Gaussian filtering approach is used to enhance the image. Most of the noises contained in the original images have been suppressed or eliminated after the filters are applied to an image, the quality of these images has been significantly improved. Since the acquired video images are color images and gray-scale images can also reflect the global and local features in these images, acquired video images are converted into gray-scale images to reduce the amount of data that needs to be processed in the next step. This conversion can significantly speed up the recognition of moving objects.
Finally, since video images often contain stationary interference sources whose colors or shapes are similar to those of smoke regions, Therefore, in order to eliminate these interference sources and improve the performance of the system, we use a Gaussian mixture model to describe the background of these images, then use the background subtraction method to extract the moving target area to reduce the effects due to changes in the weather and other external environmental. Gaussian mixture model and background subtraction are performed between consecutive frames in a video and can effectively eliminate the interference of the stationary objects whose colors or shapes are similar to that of smoke. The extracted moving target regions lay the foundation for future extraction of smoke features and the recognition of smoke.
Testing Results on Moving Target Detection
(a)original image (b)moving objects (c)background image Fig. 2 . The extraction of moving objects and backgrounds using GMM based method
In this paper, we use the background subtraction method based on GMM to process a few videos on different scenarios to extract foreground objects in them. The scenario in video 1 only contains some moving smoke; the scenario in video 2 only contains a moving vehicle traveling; the scenario Bolong Zhou, Yinglei Song, and Menghong Yu / Journal of Advanced Computing (2015) Vol. 4 No. 3 pp. 123-136 129 in video 3 contains not only some moving smoke but also a walking person. Testing results are shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c).
Extraction and Analysis of Static Features in Suspected Smoke Regions
After the foreground objects are extracted out from the background of an image, the next step is to analyze the extracted moving target regions and determine whether smoke appears in a video or not. Features associated with a moving target region can be generally divided into two categories: static smoke features (color) and dynamic features (diffusion, irregular movement, etc.). Since fire smoke detection algorithms based on the color features of smoke are simple and have good realtime properties, we extract and use color features of suspected smoke regions to determine whether smoke appears or not.
A color model represents the color of a pixel with a set of color components (typically three or four color components). A color model is also known as a color space (Gonzales, 2008) . Choosing a suitable color model is the prerequisite for extracting accurate color features for a suspected smoke region. Currently, RGB, HIS, CMY, and YUV are the four color spaces that are most commonly used.
Since the RGB color model is the color model most frequently used in digital image processing, and algorithms based on this model is usually easy to implement. We therefore choose to use the RGB color model to analyze and extract the color features of fire smoke pixels.
Generally, when a fire occurs, the color of the smoke produced by the fire can be white, gray, blue or black as shown in Figure 3 . A suspected smoke region can be analyzed based on the color features of fire smoke and the interferences from other moving objects that are not smoke can then be recognized.
Fig. 3. The colors of smoke under natural light
Traditional Smoke Color Model
As we have mentioned above, the color of smoke can be white, black, gray and blue, and the R, G, B components colors follow a certain rule. That is the values of the R, G, B (red, green, blue) components of a smoke pixel are roughly the same. Through comparative experiments, we found that the values of the R, G, B components for the pixels in white, misty and black smoke are very close, but the brightness value of these pixels are within a fixed range. For pixels in blue smoke, the value of the blue component is usually greater than the values of two other color components (Yuan 2008) . Therefore, we use the following criterion to analyze the pixels in the obtained moving target regions and recognize regions that may contain smoke. Regions whose colors are quite different from those of smoke can be ruled out. Equation (1) computes the quantities needed to implement the criterion.
where max P denotes the largest of the R, G, B components of a pixel. Similarly, min P represents the smallest of the three components. The first condition states that the absolute value of the difference between the two is smaller than 1 Z , which is a threshold. In the second condition, the value of the intensity I is between the values of 2 Z and 3 Z , where 2 Z and 3 Z are two thresholds. The third condition states that if the maximum color component is B and the absolute value for the difference between max P and min P is less than a threshold 4 Z .
A pixel is determined to be a smoke pixel if both conditions one and two are satisfied or both conditions two and three are satisfied. Otherwise, the pixel is not a smoke pixel. For misty smoke, the value of 1 Z is in a range from 15 to 25. For the second condition, the values of 2 Z and 3 Z are selected to be 80 and 220 respectively. Condition three is used in the detection of misty smoke and its value should be slightly larger than that of 1 Z . Figure 4 shows two examples on the effect of smoke detection with traditional smoke color model. Due to the complexity and variability of the color feature of fire smoke, it is difficult to use a unified mathematical model to describe the color space of fire smoke. It can be seen clearly from Figure 4 that some regions that do not contain smoke but have the same color as smoke have been mistakenly recognized as smoke regions, such as a gray roof and walls. Therefore, this paper proposes a new smoke color model, the normalized RGB color model, to describe the color space of smoke with improved accuracy. Our testing results on this new color model shows that the normalized RGB smoke color model is able to achieve higher recognition accuracy than the traditional smoke color model and can eliminate most of the suspected smoke area.
Normalized RGB Smoke Color Model
The R, G, and B components of a pixel can in fact be normalized to remove the effects of brightness and retain those of luminance, more accurate recognition results can be obtained by normalized components. Intuitively, two different color points (2) hold for the two points. The difference mainly exists in the luminance component. Therefore, using normalized RGB color space can reduce the recognition error caused by the difference in brightness. It is shown that the conversion formula for the color space of RGB is shown in equation (3). Some interference sources that have colors similar to smoke can thus be effectively eliminated by this new color model. 
where R, G, and B are the red, green and blue channel components of a pixel respectively. Based on the normalized RGB color model, experiments show that a smoke pixel must satisfy the condition as shown in equation (4). [18] [19] . Improved smoke color model reduces the sensitivity of our
Testing Results and Analysis
To the best of our knowledge, no research has ever been conducted to compare the recognition accuracy, false positive rates, computational efficiency, memory consumption and other performance indicators of the existing algorithms for video based smoke recognition. The software code and testing videos for most of the existing algorithms are not freely available as well. Most researchers around the world thus test and evaluate their algorithms with smoke videos obtained by themselves. So far, mature standards or benchmark datasets are still unavailable for evaluating the performance of a smoke detection algorithm. Due to the lack of recognized databases for benchmark smoke videos, most of the videos used in our experiments are downloaded from the site at http://www.haagen.com/.
In order to evaluate the recognition accuracy and reliability of our smoke recognition algorithm, we use 15 videos obtained under different scenarios to test the algorithm. These videos include videos that contain smoke, videos that contain moving vehicles as well as videos that contain some other strong sources of interference, such as night lights, mist and shaking shadows etc. After analyzing and summarizing the recognition results, we find that this algorithm can recognize most of the smoke regions in videos that contain smoke (the recognition results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6 , 7). However, a small number of false positives are reported when a testing video contains non-smoke regions that are similar to smoke regions in color and shape (such as clouds, mist, etc.). 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, based on a few improvements of the traditional smoke color model, we develop a new algorithm that can accurately recognize smoke regions in video images. This algorithm uses GMM to describe the backgrounds in video images, regions that contain moving objects can thus be accurately obtained. These regions are then further processed based on the color features of fire smoke and smoke regions can thus be accurately recognized. Testing results show that the method can be used in large spaces and open outdoor environments. In addition, it can also provide accurate recognition results in real time. However, the detection algorithm is still not perfect, a certain number of false positives and false negatives still appear for some testing videos. In the future, additional research is needed to improve its recognition accuracy and reliability.
